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Supervised job preemption methodology for controlled memory 
consumption of jobs running in the ALICE Grid

Running workloads with 
different resource needs (CPU, 

memory, disk…)

Grid worker nodes are typically 
shared with other VOs
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Slot resources can be sub-partitioned among the running jobs
- Jobs executed in the same slot share resources (CPU, RAM)

Resource over-consumption by any of the jobs can impact the whole slot
- The whole slot is killed → all jobs go into EXPIRED JAliEn state, or
- System kills a running process → affected job goes to ERROR_E state

ALICE payloads have a high memory footprint
- Jobs can be killed due to memory over-consumption

Need to anticipate killing 
decisions to protect 
well-behaved jobs

Sorting of jobs sharing 
slot by defined criteria

The memory controller module
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ALICE Sites need to provide at least 2GB RAM/core
Allocation impacted by fluctuating machine memory usage
Allocation limits on memory resources limited by:
- Physical machine specs
- Constraining policies on the operating system or batch system level

EXPIRED jobs: Entire slot killed by 
the batch system

ERROR_E jobs: Individual processes 
killed by the OS

Job sorting - functions under evaluation
- Memory consumption 
- Ratio of originally requested vs. consumed memory
- Evolution of memory consumption over lifetime of the job

Other factors under assessment:
- Memory growth derivative -  Elapsed running time
- User priority -  Resubmission count
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Monitoring of batch slot 
memory consumption

Reporting of 
top-offender, candidate 

for  preemption

Periodic monitoring (5s)

Preemption assessment by analysing of historical data
- Establish a full picture of memory management policies on every Grid site
- Understand all ways jobs fail due to memory constraints
- Automatically detect limits and use controlled preemption before reaching local limits

Evaluation phase with adjustable RAM and swap margins

Perfecting the criteria which optimizes controlled job preemptions and minimizes system job 
terminations 

Memory management on Grid sites

Memory management depending on configuration of batch systems
- Sites with static thresholds - Predictable behaviour, perfect candidates for controlled 

job preemption
- Sites with no memory limit or soft limit - Fluctuating allocation, depending on machine 

utilization levels

Memory constraints need to be identified on individual basis to apply the appropriate 
preemption method based on slot memory consumption
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54 WLCG Grid sites
9441 worker nodes
608K shared CPU cores

(ALICE gets up to 200K)
2.05 PB shared RAM memory 
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Number of Computing Elements (inner ring) and 
Batch Systems (outer ring) used in the Grid

Memory limiting on Grid hosts

Assessment of memory 
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Future action: Targeted 
preemption of top-offending job

Data locality-driven 
job scheduling

Direct 
submission
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